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‘AirCraft: The Jet as Art’

“Beautiful” isn’t usually an adjective that comes to mind when describing modern jet travel. Our experience of plane flight is becoming less and less glamorous; we shuffle down the jetway into a too-crammed cabin, only to sit and wait until we end up in an airport much like the one we left. In his forthcoming book, Aircraft: The Jet as Art, Jeffrey Milstein takes us outside the cabin and gives us a chance to appreciate the beauty and complexity of modern aviation. Milstein photographed commercial aircraft from below during takeoffs and landings, separating the viewer from any context and providing an immensely rich and detailed view of the aircraft itself. The result is a starkly beautiful display of the design, form, and efficiency of the passenger jet, showing us that these airplanes are fit for the wall just as much as the air. —ANTHONY CROSS
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